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8 August 2023

To:
Secretary Janet Yellen
Secretary of the Treasury
U.S. Department of the Treasury

Mr. Himamauli Das
Acting Director
Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN)

CC:
Deputy Secretary Wally Adeyemo
Deputy Secretary of the Treasury
U.S. Department of the Treasury

Ms. Andrea Gacki
Incoming Director
Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN)

Re:
Bar Criminals from Exploiting the 30 billion dollar American Art Market

Dear Secretary Yellen and Mr. Das,

We represent a broad coalition of organizations dedicated to protecting U.S. economic integrity and national security, as well as promoting good governance and government accountability in the U.S. and around the world.

Given our shared mission, we are writing to offer our full support to the Department of Treasury as you work to strengthen anti-money laundering (AML), counter-terrorist financing (CFT), and sanctions enforcement measures for the $30.2 billion American art market.

With the Treasury Department, through the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN), completing its rulemaking for the U.S. real estate industry, cultural property will remain the country’s largest unregulated market. **We thus urge Treasury and specifically FinCEN now to prioritize closing the legal and**
regulatory loopholes that continue to make the art trade and its participants vulnerable to criminal misuse. Such a step could include:

- Issuing—and then finalizing—rules for antiques dealers as required by the AML Act of 2020;\(^1\)
- Applying AML/CFT protections to other high-risk American art market participants;
- Working with the private sector to strengthen information sharing;
- Updating guidance and training for law enforcement to include the unique risks and opportunities presented by the American art market; and
- Using existing tools, such as targeted recordkeeping and reporting requirements, as well as FinCEN alerts, to better understand and combat threats to the American art market from financial crimes like money laundering, terrorist financing, and sanctions evasion.

This work has become even more urgent and critical over the last year. Despite the U.S. Government’s strong response to the 2022 invasion of Ukraine, including substantial efforts to isolate Russia’s economy, a major blind spot persists in the American art market. Just this February, Bloomberg revealed that federal prosecutors are targeting major auction houses with subpoenas as part of a wider investigation into Russian oligarchs, the American art market, and sanctions evasion.\(^2\) The fears of the Department of Justice (DOJ) are well founded: a 2020 Senate report exposed that key allies of the Kremlin, Arkady and Boris Rotenberg, were laundering millions through leading New York auction houses in a full evasion of U.S. sanctions imposed after Russia’s previous invasion of Ukraine in 2014.\(^3\) Unfortunately, the gaps exposed by this report remain wide open three years later, providing an easy backdoor into the world’s largest economy—even for America’s adversaries.

A 2022 Treasury Department study likewise called upon the United States to apply AML and CFT protections to the broader American art market. The report warned no fewer than 30 times that “high-value art and the market in which it is traded can be abused by illicit financial actors.”\(^4\) Featured examples spanned the globe, from Vladimir Putin’s inner circle (the subjects of the previously mentioned Senate report) to international fugitive Jho Low.

Since this study, ongoing revelations from the Pandora Papers\(^5\) and Federal investigations have further demonstrated how criminals are exploiting the American art market’s vulnerabilities. On April 18, the DOJ unsealed a nine-count criminal indictment charging Nazem Ahmad, a high-profile Lebanese collector turned Hezbollah financier, with multiple felonies for using art and other luxury goods to evade terrorism-related sanctions—a scheme that allowed him to transact at least $160 million through the U.S. financial system.\(^6\) Then on June 22, the DOJ followed with the announcement of the largest-ever forfeiture of proceeds from

---


4 See Department of Treasury, Study of the Facilitation of Money Laundering and Terror Finance Through the Trade in Works of Art, 2022.


the sale of stolen antiquities, $12 million dollars, recovered from the offshore account of indicted antiquities trafficker Douglas Latchford.7

The Rotenbergs, Ahmad, and Latchford all abused the art market’s long-standing avoidance of what are now standard requirements from the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA). The BSA requires “financial institutions”—businesses “whose cash transactions have a high degree of usefulness in criminal... matters”—to assist the U.S. government in detecting and preventing money laundering, terrorist financing, and related crimes.89 The art market clearly meets this definition:

- The Financial Action Task Force ( FATF) warned back in 2013 that art and antiquities are particularly vulnerable to money laundering and terrorist financing.10
- Art finance services—including boutique art lending firms and auction houses with lending programs—are explicitly acting as financial institutions.11
- The market itself has increasingly recognized its own vulnerability to financial crimes. For example, the Basel Art Trade Guidelines warn that, “In comparison with other trade sectors, the art market faces a higher risk of exposure to dubious trade practices” including antiquities trafficking, fraud, and money laundering. They attribute this to “the volume of illegal or legally questionable transactions, which is noticeably higher in this sector than in other globally active markets.”12
- In addition to examples already listed is the DOJ’s ongoing prosecution of six individuals and four corporations for a $50 million dollar money laundering scheme involving a Pablo Picasso painting. One of the defendants told an undercover agent they had originally planned to clean their funds through real estate, but turned to art because it is “the only market that is unregulated.”13
- The American art market remains particularly vulnerable given actions already taken in Europe, since the European Union, United Kingdom, and Switzerland have all already applied their AML regimes to the art market. U.S. dealers operating in Europe, which given the art market’s global nature is likely a large number, thus should be abiding by these rules already.

Such regulation is especially needed since the United States remains the world’s largest art market, valued at $30.2 billion, and accounting for 45% of the global total in 2022.14 Moreover, FinCEN and/or Congress have already applied AML obligations to industries of comparable risk and scale, including pawn shops; dealers in precious metals, stones and jewels; as well as sellers of luxury vehicles like planes and yachts.15 The Administration has likewise signaled its intention to institute AML obligations for the U.S. real estate and private investment sectors.16 To its credit, the 2020 AML Act, the first major update to the BSA in almost twenty years, has recently added antiquities dealers, but they are just a fraction of the much larger market.

15 Despite having a similar business model to pawn shops, billion dollar companies like the major auction houses are not regulated.
We recognize that this statute’s inclusion of antiquities dealers was also one small part of a wider legislative overhaul, which has left the Treasury with enormous tasks before it. That said, again with FinCEN soon to announce rules to formally bring the U.S. real estate sector under anti-money laundering rules, we believe there is now an opportunity—indeed, a responsibility—to act. Unfortunately, if the United States fails to act, we risk our jurisdiction continuing to be a safe haven for criminals.

The leadership of FinCEN and the broader Treasury Department is critical to tackling this threat to our national security, economic integrity, and responsible art market, as well as to the prospect of good governance across the world. Thank you for your consideration and work on this timely issue.

Sincerely,
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